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Callie and her family are moving from their house to
an apartment, so they're having a yard sale. It can be
hard to let things go, but in the end, it's who you have
- not what you have - that counts.

Chicago Tribune Index
The Red Hot Empress
Fiona Silks romance writing career is tanking, and her
tiny house may be sold for unpaid taxes. But Fiona's
new agent has a planFiona can write an erotic
cookbook. This project would be easier if Fiona had a
sex life or a working oven. Soon bad things start to
happen to people, but, oddly, only when Fiona is
nearby.

Curses for Sale
“Terraplane Blues,” “Rocket 88,” “Little GTO,”
“Mustang Sally,” “Cadillac Ranch,” “Little Red
Corvette.” For nearly as long as there have been cars,
musicians have penned songs about them. And no
genre loves the car like rock 'n roll. Cheap gas, open
roads, car radios, and rock music all came of age in
the 1950s, and songwriters stepped on the gas and
never looked back. Whether hauling amps to the next
gig or flaunting the rewards of a chart-topping album,
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song—they're a full-on obsession. Rockin'
Garages takes you inside the collections, behind the
wheel, and on the track with 20 of rock's most
passionate gearheads. AC/DC's Brian Johnson and
Pink Floyd's Nick Mason discuss their love of racing;
Fabulous Thunderbirds guitarist Jimmie Vaughn and
country star Keith Urban extoll the virtues of cruising
low and slow; Doobie Brother Pat Simmons and Billy
Joel showcase their extensive motorcycle collections;
Sammy Hagar, Kenny Wayne Shepherd, and Michael
Anthony reveal a need for speed reflected in garages
filled with Ferraris, hot rods, and muscle cars. If you
love cars and rock and roll, you'll marvel at the
eclectic range of vehicles inside, including Camaro,
Mustang, Aston Martin, Lincoln, Lamborghini, HarleyDavidson, Porsche, Bentley, Cadillac, Triumph, and
even Checker cabs! Crank up the stereo, turn the
page, and get ready for a hell of a ride!

The Business Guide to Selling Through
Internet Auctions
Garage Sale and Flea Market Annual
Weird and scary things happen after Jace buys an old
toy car at a garage sale. Is the toy cursed?

Bottom Line's Smart Consumer
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Supercar Revolution charts the evolution of the battle
for performance and supremacy among the world's
leading marques, including Ferrari, Lamborghini,
Bugatti, Porsche, Aston Martin, and Ford GT. If you
want to get to know the ins and outs of the highbudget, near space-age vehicles we call supercars,
then you need look no further. Supercar
Revolutionprofiles the designers and engineers who
developed these beasts, and includes interviews with
the racers and celebrities who drive them. And that's
not to mention the fabulous photographs of the
supercars themselves you'll find throughout this
highly produced volume. Jay Leno, the host of Jay
Leno’s Garage and one of the best-known automotive
collectors and enthusiasts in the world, is also
featured in several hilarious and informative
commentaries. You'll love his many stories and be
informed by his opinions on these incredible cars
(many of which he owns). Supercar Revolution
conveys the power of automotive aesthetics and
performance as they're pushed to their absolute limits
like you've never seen before. It is a new benchmark
in automotive publishing, and is destined to become a
classic history of these incredible marques.

Garage Sale and Flea Market Annual
Using retail therapy to deal with her divorce, Sarah
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attached to one of her purchases. Original.

Tagged for Death
ONE WOMAN’S TRASH . . . Sarah Winston’s garage
sale business has a new client: the daughter of a
couple who recently died in a tragic accident while
away on a trip to Africa. Their house is full of exotic
items from around the world that need to be sold off.
When Sarah learns that the deceased were retired CIA
agents, the job becomes more intriguing—but when
an intruder breaks in and a hidden camera is found, it
also becomes more dangerous. And Sarah has
enough on her plate right now since she’s
investigating a murder on the side at the nearby Air
Force base, where her status as a former military
spouse gives her a special kind of access. . . . IS
ANOTHER WOMAN’S TROUBLE With so much work
piling up, Sarah decides to hire some help. But her
assistant, Harriet—a former FBI hostage
negotiator—has a rare talent for salesmanship. Which
is good, because Sarah may have to haggle for her
life with Harriet’s assistance . . . Praise for the Sarah
Winston Garage Sale Mysteries “There’s a lot going on
in this charming mystery, and it all works . . . Well
written and executed, this is a definite winner.” —RT
Book Reviews, 4 Stars on All Murders Final! “Full of
garage-sale tipsamusing. A solid choice for fans of
Jane K. Cleland’s Josie Prescott Antique Mystery
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Too Hot to Handle
Sell Low, Sweet Harriet
Rockin' Garages
SHE’S GOT THE GOODS . . . As a former military
spouse, Sarah Winston’s learned a little about
organizing, packing, and moving. Her latest project
sounds promising: a couple of tech-industry hipsters,
newly arrived in her Massachusetts town, who need to
downsize. Unfortunately, when Sarah tries to sell their
stuff, she discovers it’s all stolen—and she’s the
unwitting fence. BUT SARAH’S PROBLEMS ARE JUST
BEGINNING Michelle, an old friend of Sarah’s from the
Air Force base, is in line for a promotion—but not
everyone is happy about it, and she’s been hit with an
anonymous discrimination complaint. When one of
the men she suspects is behind the accusations turns
up dead in Michelle’s car, Sarah needs to clear
Michelle’s name—as well as her own for selling hot
merchandise. And she’ll have to do it while also
organizing a cat lady’s gigantic collection of feline
memorabilia, or they’ll be making room for Sarah in a
jail cell . . . Praise for the Sarah Winston Garage Sale
Mysteries “There’s a lot going on in this charming
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sale tipsamusing. A solid choice for fans of Jane K.
Cleland’s Josie Prescott Antique Mystery series.”
—Library Journal on Tagged for Death “A slam dunk
for those who love antiques and garage sales . .
.surprising twists and turns.” —Kirkus Reviews on A
Good Day to Buy

The Yard Sale Wars
Motor Age
Garage Sale & Flea Market Annual
Published to commemorate the influential band's
twentieth anniversary, an illustrated portrait covers
their achievements while sharing reproductions of
rare archival memorabilia, personal photos, and tour
notes.

Yard Sale
Good Morning America correspondent Lara Spencer is
a self-confessed frugalista with a passion for shopping
at yard sales, thrift shops, and estate sales, and for
decorating her home and friends’ homes with her
fabulous finds. In I Brake for Yard Sales, Lara shares
her secrets for bargain hunting and tells you where to
shop, what to look for, how to pay for it, how to
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After busy Saturdays and no-pick-up Sundays,
Tuesdays and Wednesdays are generally the best
days to shop for fresh items. Peppered with wisdom
from world-renowned appraisers whom Lara knows
from her previous work on Antiques Roadshow as well
as contributions from well-known designers, this book
also features the house of comedienne and good
friend Kathy Griffin, which Spencer herself refurbished
and decorated.

Pearl Jam Twenty
Packed with descriptions and current values for nearly
24,000 collectibles, this new edition of the popular
annual covers virually evert collectible category in
today's market. In addition to the over 600
photographs, this resourceful guide offers suggestions
on how to conduct sales, establish oneself as a flea
market dealer, and how to buy and sell by mail.

All Murders Final!
The Accessory and Garage Journal
On the last day of the millennium, sassy Faith Bass
Darling, the richest old lady in Bass, Texas, decides to
have a garage sale. With help from a couple of
neighborhood boys, Faith lugs her priceless Louis XV
elephant clock, countless Tiffany lamps, and
everything else in her nineteenth-century mansion
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townspeople grab up five generations of heirlooms,
everyone drawn to the sale--including Faith's long-lost
daughter--finds that the antiques not only hold family
secrets but also inspire some of life's most important
questions: Do our possessions possess us? What are
we without our memories? Is there life after death or
second chances here on earth? And is Faith really
selling that Tiffany lamp for $1? READERS GUIDE
INCLUDED

The Garage Sale Millionaire
Collectors of jazz on vinyl know how difficult it can be
to find pristine copies of original classic jazz
recordings, and ever-changing market values can
make pricing those albums even more difficult. With
this fantastic, updated 2nd edition, collectors will be
able to accurately price records using the most
current US market values. This all-encompassing
reference features all types of jazz issued on 331/3
rpm long-playing records, including Dixieland, bebop,
big band, swing, West Coast, fusion, modern and
many others. It includes over 40,000 albums released
between 1948 and today, valued in three grades of
condition, as well as a thoroughly illustrated label
guide for easy distinction between first editions and
later pressings. Collectors will discover thousands of
records not listed in any other price guide.

The Accessory and Garage Journal
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unit auctions can be gold mines for those who
know what they're looking for, and The Garage Sale
Millionaire gives readers everything they need to dig
deep and win big. Written by two expert collectors
with more than sixty years of combined experience,
the book is packed with need-to-know information and
insider tips that would-be treasure hunters can use to
track down hard to find lost treasures, hidden gems,
and coveted collectible items which, upon resale, can
yield a fortune. Giving even the most inexperienced
collector the skills and expertise to buy, value, and
sell their way to success, the book shows how anyone
can turn garage sale garbage into cash. Newly revised
and updated, The Garage Sale Millionaire also
explains how to get the most bang for your buck
when reselling—by holding the greatest garage sale
ever. Presents exclusive insider tips on how to track
down hidden treasures Reveals the best ways to
resell at profit Explains how to use eBay & Craigslist
for profit Includes an in-depth glossary on collecting
for on-the-go advice Explains how to make money at
storage unit auctions & thrift stores Essential reading
for anyone interested in collecting, bargain hunting,
or just making some money, The Garage Sale
Millionaire will change the way you see garage sales
forever.

Let's Fake a Deal
Solving a murder mystery is much more than the BHN
bargained for! What could Ginger the baby boomer,
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would’ve guessed…a passion for garage sales! This
motley crew forms the Bargain Hunters
Network–bonding while clipping coupons, attending
half-price sales, and scouting clearance racks in their
hometown of Three Horses, Montana. But when one of
the four turns up missing, these shop-till-you-drop
women must set their bargain hunting aside to take
up an entirely new venture altogether–solving a
crime. As the three amateur sleuths retrace their
friend’s fateful steps, they discover clues that lead
them to suspect her murder is linked to an unusual
garage sale purchase made on the morning of her
death. But when their search unearths a disturbing
secret that’s been carefully concealed for over twenty
years, the women are drawn into a dark underworld
filled with bribery, greed, and deception. With
determined criminals who will stop at nothing to keep
their secret safe, will these fiscally conscious females
end up paying the ultimate price? From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Supercar Revolution
Mini celebrates 60 amazing years of this iconic car,
from its revolutionary introduction to the popularity of
its new-generation models. The first two-door Mini,
introduced in 1959 and built until 2000, revolutionized
automotive design with its innovative front-wheeldrive layout that made the car appear bigger on the
inside than the outside. In 1999, the Mini was voted
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manufactured in England, Australia, Spain, Belgium,
Chile, Italy, Portugal, South Africa, Uruguay,
Venezuela, and Yugoslavia, the Mini was as successful
in competition as it was on the street, winning the
Monte Carlo Rally four times from 1964 through 1967.
Originally built by BMC, the Mini's later parent
company, Rover, was acquired by BMW in 1994. In
2000, BMW sold most of the Rover Group but retained
the Mini brand. The last and 5,387,862nd original Mini
rolled off the production line in October, 2000. In July
2001, BMW launched production of the newgeneration of Mini which was soon joined by
Countryman, Clubman, convertible, Cooper Works,
and numerous special editions. Nearly 20 years later,
the new Minis remain as popular as the original from
1959.

Northern Automotive Journal
Packed with descriptions and current values for nearly
25,000 collectibles, representing virtually every
collectible category on today's market -- books, sports
cards, ornaments, toys, cookie jars, fifties glassware,
and movie memorabilia, to name just a few. More
than 750 photos. Related resources and a list of
dealers included. 8.5 x 11. 512 pages. 2003 values.

Rummage, Tag & Garage Sales
Stimulate interest in the library and reading with this
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year (including
summers and holidays) of exciting
displays. These bulletin boards and showcases-proven
favorites for students in middle and high school,
where capturing student attention is a challenge-will
also excite the imaginations of younger students. All
are easily adapted to any subject or budget or grade
level.

Garage Sale & Flea Market Annual
Lists prices for a wide variety of items that might be
found at garage sales and flea markets, including
toys, glassware, china, souvenirs, advertising and
promotional pieces, and other collectibles

So Far so Good
Bulletin Boards and 3-D Showcases that
Capture Them with Pizzazz
The Garage Sale Gal's Guide to Making Money Off
Your Stuff is a handy book chock-full of how-tos, what
to dos, and pitfalls to avoid in selling (and buying)
your stuff. Hammond gives advice on organizing and
profiting from your own garage sales, how to
successfully buy from other garage sales, the value of
appraisals, and negotiating with pawn shops, estate
sales, antique and consignment stores, flea markets,
and online sources such as eBay, Craigslist, and Etsy.
If you have something to sell, this is the book to help
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The Yard Sale Wars; The Flying Carpet Caper is a
mystery with offbeat humor; two rare carpet
merchants are found split from here to Oklahoma on
Ophelia Johnson's white Mohair carpet. This brings
about an estate sale of their business and their home.
The resale shop owners are asked to come to the
Anderson's beautiful spacious home to purchase the
interior assets. We walk into a beautiful house with
pastel walls, high ceilings and grand rooms to find
furniture which Kurt aptly called World War I Polish
surplus.

American Garage and Auto Dealer
The Motor World
Books Out Loud
In this humorous, inspirational story of Rhondas
antics, failures, and ultimate understanding of who
she was meant to be, the authors wit and Rhondas
character come to life.

Garage Sale Gal's Guide to Making
Money
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Kit businesses that want to supplement their
For those
sales online or those who want to sell online in a
structured, repeatable way, this book shows the new
online auction seller the ins and outs. Businesses will
learn how to find online auction sites and how to
judge whether a particular one meets their needs,
how to register and establish an account, and how to
list auctions and attract bids.

Death of a Garage Sale Newbie
Her Next Sale When Sarah Winston started the virtual
garage sale, it seemed like a keystroke of genius and
the next logical step in her business. No more
collapsing card tables and rainy-day washouts. But
what began as a fun way to run garage sales during
the long New England winter has become a nightmare
of managing people and putting out fires. Online, she
can avoid the crowds--but not the crazies. May Be Her
Last She certainly never bargained on dealing with
frightening threats. And when a client is murdered,
it's time for Sarah to swallow her pride and seek the
help of her ex--C.J. Hooker, chief of police. Forging a
tense alliance, they search--online and off--for the
killer. But solving this crime before someone else gets
tagged seems virtually impossible Praise for Tagged
for Death "Full of garage-sale tipsamusing. A solid
choice for fans of Jane K. Cleland's Josie Prescott
Antique Mystery series." --Library Journal "Skillfully
renderedSarah is the type of intelligent, resourceful,
and appealing person we would all like to get to know
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Bass Darling's Last Garage Sale
Lists thousands prices for a wide variety of items that
might be found at garage sales and flea markets,
including furniture, home accessories, toys,
glassware, china, souvenirs, advertising and
promotional pieces, and other collectibles.

I Brake for Yard Sales
Inadvertently exposing the healing powers of a
precocious youth from Chinatown, reporter Annie
Szabo enlists her audacious fortune-telling mother-inlaw to help protect him from a host of unethical
pursuers, including an evangelist, a CDC doctor, and a
dolphin fanatic. By the author of The Vanished
Priestess. Reprint.

Words on Cassette 2002
Cashing in on today's lucrative collectibles market.
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